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Review
Glossary

T1 relaxation: a time constant in MRI. This characterizes the spin–lattice

relaxation time. After an excitation of the spin system (e.g. by a 908 RF pulse),

the longitudinal component of the magnetization vector recovers towards its

original value. This process is described by an exponential function. T1 is defined

as the time until the vector has recovered approximately 63% of its original value.

T2 relaxation: In contrast to the spin–lattice relaxation time, the T2 relaxation

characterizes another time constant in MRI, namely the spin–spin relaxation time.

After an excitation of the spin system (e.g. by a 908 RF pulse), there is also a decay

in the coherence of the spins in the transverse plane (i.e. the orientation

perpendicular to the static main magnetic field). Immediately after the RF pulse,

all spins are in phase, resulting in a maximal transverse magnetization vector,

which decays over time owing to the spin–spin interactions. The time for the

transverse magnetization to reach approximately 37% of its initial value is

defined as the T2 relaxation time. However, because of magnetic field

inhomogeneities, the coherence of the spins is usually further shortened to the

T2* relaxation time. Therefore, T2* can be described as 1/T2* = 1/T2 + 1/T2’,

where T2 describes the effect of the spin–spin relaxation and T2’ describes the

effect of the field inhomogeneities. Comparing these relaxation times, in general

one finds that T2* < T2 < T1. MR image contrast can be defined by fine tuning

the respective MRI sequences for sensitivity to these relaxation time differences

between different tissues but also between different functional states of the

tissue, which is applied in functional MRI studies.

Eddy currents: electric currents induced in conducting materials by a changing

magnetic field according to Faraday’s law. The main concern in PET/MRI is the

occurrence of eddy currents induced in the PET systems’ electronics and

housing because of the rapidly changing magnetic fields during gradient

switching that are needed for MR image formation. These currents can lead to

malfunctions in the PET system. Moreover, MR image quality can be adversely

affected because eddy currents produce magnetic fields, which might interfere

with the main magnetic field as well as the gradient field (Lenz’s law).

Dynodes: are fundamental parts of PMTs used to convert and amplify the light

produced by the g-ray interaction in the crystals into electrical signals for

further processing. Typically, the photocathode in a PMT produces a tiny

current from the incident light flashes reaching its surface. Following the

photocathode, there are a series of electrodes, called the dynodes, with each

dynode having a more positive potential compared with its predecessor and

the photocathode. Therefore, the small current produced by the photocathode

is attracted by the respective dynode in its vicinity. The number of electrons is

multiplied at every dynode step via a process called secondary emission and

amplifications in the order of one million can be reached. However, external

magnetic fields influence the path of the electrons inside a PMT. Therefore,

PMTs have to be either shielded for use in PET/MRI or replaced by
Given the need for sophisticated in vivo detection tech-
niques to better characterize the cellular and subcellular
processes in animals and humans, molecular imaging
has become an important discipline. Techniques in mo-
lecular imaging have developed from stand alone mo-
dalities to multimodality methods. Among these, the
combination of positron emission tomography (PET)
and computed tomography (CT) is a successful imaging
method and has become an important tool in clinical
practice. Technological approaches that combine mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) with diffuse optical to-
mography (DOT), fluorescence tomography (FT) and PET
have now been introduced. PET/MRI and the resulting
combination of molecular, morphological and functional
information will pave the way for a better understanding
of physiological and disease mechanisms in preclinical
and clinical settings.

The history of molecular imaging
Since the first description of cellular cork structures under
the first microscopes in the 15th century, the life sciences
haveadvancedtremendouslyandhavedivided intodifferent
disciplines.Overcenturies, the introductionofnewtechnical
achievements or procedures (e.g. microscopy and chroma-
tography) has greatly expanded our understanding of cellu-
lar and subcellular processes. Demand for sophisticated in
vivo imaging techniques resulted in the emergence of the
field of molecular imaging in the mid-1970s. Significant
funding from the National Institutes of Health and other
agencies have promoted the development of an imaging-
focused multidisciplinary field including target discovery,
chemistry, cell biology, modeling of disease, imaging tech-
nology, data processing and translational research.

At the end of the 19th century, numerous groundbreak-
ing findings laid the foundation for medical imaging. It all
began in 1895 with Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen’s discovery
of X-rays [1]. One year later, Walter Bradford Cannon, an
American physiologist, used barium sulfate to visualize an
animal’s gastrointestinal tract [2]. In 1886, Thomas Alva
Edison created the first fluoroscope [3] and Antoine Henri
Becquerel discovered radioactivity [4]. Two years later,
Marie Skłodowska Curie isolated two new elements: polo-
nium and radium [5]. In 1911, George Charles de Hevesy
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conceived the first use of radioactive isotopes as tracers [6].
This was followed by the development of ultrasound [7] and
the invention of the gamma camera byHal Oscar Anger [8].
Further milestones have been the development of tomo-
graphic imaging techniques by David Kuhl [9] and annihi-
lation detection methods by Gordon L. Brownell [10]. In
1973, Godfrey Newbold Hounsfield created the first CT
scanner [11], and Michel M. Ter-Pogossian, Michael E.
Phelps, Ed Hofmann and Ron Nutt created the first PET
semiconductor light detectors such as APDs.
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scanner [12,13]. In the same year, Paul Christian Lauter-
bur and Peter Mansfield pioneered the development of
MRI [14,15].

Every imaging modality mentioned above has inherent
advantages and disadvantages. Although CT provides a
high spatial resolution at the anatomical level and some
basic physiological parameter information, no metabolic or
molecular information is generated (e.g. in atherosclerosis
imaging) [16]. Ultrasound, by contrast, offers anatomical
and physiological parameter information as well as some
molecular information linked to microbubble contrast
agents [17]. MRI offers a broad spectrum of diagnostic
information from the anatomical to the metabolic scale,
although there are some limitations in the sensitivity of
data at the molecular level. In contrast to MRI, the nuclear
modalities [e.g. single photon emission CT (SPECT), PET]
and optical methods provide information on metabolic and
molecular parameters, but reveal restricted tissue mor-
phology [18]. Recently, the limitations of stand alone im-
aging modalities have led to the introduction of various
modality combinations. One of the most successful techni-
ques is the combination of PET and CT developed by David
W. Townsend and Ronald Nutt in 1998 [18]. PET/CT links
the superior anatomical images of CT to the excellent
metabolic and molecular information of PET. This combi-
nation has enhanced the diagnostic capabilities and turned
PET/CT into an essential part of diagnostic imaging. Other
combinations such asMRI/SPECT [19], MRI/DOT [20], CT/
FT [21], MRI/FT [22] and PET/MRI have also been intro-
duced for preclinical research.

Here, we discuss the value of PET/MRI within the
context of the different imaging modalities and provide a
summary of the most recent developments.

The biology of cancer, targeted therapies and imaging
surrogates
To illustrate the great potential of PET/MRI, with the
capacity to detect two different imaging probes at the same
time, we describe its use in the study of cancer. Cancer is of
great public health importance, with approximately 1.5
million new cases last year in the US [23]. Obviously, other
fields of research such as neurology [24] and cardiology [25]
also comprise fields where PET/MRI can be applied. Can-
cer exhibits not only a highly heterogeneous pathology
with respect to the cell type and tissue origin, but also
involves multiple pathways and fundamental cell process-
es, such as persistent growth signals, the evasion of apo-
ptosis, insensitivity to antigrowth signals, unlimited
replicative potential, angiogenesis, invasion and metasta-
sis [26]. Furthermore, changes in the cellular metabolism
[27], tumor stroma, pluripotent stem cells and intercellular
communication via gap junctions play important roles in
carcinogenesis [28]. Therefore, imaging techniques illumi-
nating the biology and pathophysiology of cancer also have
to be sophisticated and multilayered. This is particularly
important when it comes to the evaluation of new che-
motherapies and therapy monitoring. Targeted therapies
such as monoclonal antibodies and tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tors do not affect the lesion size as conventional che-
motherapies used to do. Thus, unidimensional lesion
size measurements based on RECIST (response evaluation
criteria in solid tumors) criteria are no longer sufficient,
and new biomarkers and imaging paradigms are required
for tumor assessment at the molecular and functional
levels [29–31]. In the following section, the various steps
of tumorigenesis are described in conjunction with the
imaging strategies used to detect them, with a focus on
PET and MRI (Figure 1).

Proliferation

Under the concept of tumor proliferation, we include the
persistence in growth, insensitivity to antigrowth signals
and unlimited replicative potential of tumor cells. [18F]3’-
fluoro-3’-deoxy-L-thymidine (FLT) is the most commonly
used nucleoside analog for imaging cell proliferation with
PET [32]. FLT enters a large part of the tumor cell by
unregulated Na+-dependent active nucleoside transpor-
ters [33–35]. Like thymidine, FLT is phosphorylated by
thymidine kinase 1 (TK1) preferentially in the S-phase of
the cell cycle, and it accumulates in the cytosol without
being incorporated into DNA [34].

Apoptosis

Apoptosis is uncontrolled in cancer and can be imaged with
[124I]- or [18F]-labeled annexin V. During apoptosis, phos-
phatidylserine is transferred to the outer cell membrane
and binds with annexin V [36]. In addition to radioactive
isotopes, annexin V can be imaged with MRI using MR
nanoparticles [37]. Diffusion-weighted MRI (DWI) is an
MRI procedure that is based on the thermal motion of
water molecules. In physiological conditions, the move-
ment of water is limited by cell membranes, and the
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is low. However, treat-
ments that induce apoptosis elevate ADC owing to cell
swelling, tumor lysis or necrosis [38].

Angiogenesis

Angiogenesis is a high priority area in cancer research. If a
tumor exceeds a diameter of 3 mm, an intrinsic blood
supply is needed as the diffusion range for oxygen and
nutrition supply would become too far [39]. For the assess-
ment of tumor angiogenesis, functional and targeted im-
aging techniques are available. Dynamic contrast-
enhanced MRI is a standard MRI technique for the deter-
mination of perfusion in larger vessels and vascular per-
meability. It is performed during the application of
contrast media with fast T1-weighted 3D sequences [40]
(see Glossary). This method is especially interesting for
treatment studies with vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) inhibitors [41]; however, there is significant vari-
ation among tumor types and within individual tumors
[42]. Usually, a pharmacokinetic model is used to deter-
mine the functional parameters such as vascular perme-
ability constants, transendothelial transport, reverse
transport, plasma volume fraction and extracellular space
fraction [43]. As with MRI, it is possible to obtain molecu-
lar information from PET imaging, and [15O]-labeled wa-
ter or carbon monoxide have been used to assess tissue
perfusion [44]. Owing to the short half life of [15O], on-site
synthesis with cyclotron and radiochemistry units are
required [45]. Second to functional information, it is of
interest to detect molecular markers that are highly
509
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Figure 1. Components of tumorigenesis. These include the evasion of apoptosis, proliferation, angiogenesis, metastasis, cellular metabolism and stem cells. Imaging

modalities and options for the detection of each component are included as examples.
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expressed on the endothelium of tumor vasculature such
as VEGF and its receptors [46], integrins [47] and matrix
metalloproteinases [48]. As an example, the arginine-gly-
cine-aspartic acid peptide sequence binds to activatedayb3

integrin and can be visualized with labeled [18F] [49] or
MRI with paramagnetic nanoparticles [50].

Metastasis

The identification of metastasis is of great importance in
the staging of malignant tumors. Here, we focus on the
estimation of lymphatic invasion, which is largely evalu-
ated with the [99mTc] sulfur colloid for conventional senti-
nel node imaging [51]. A new agent for evaluating the
lymphatic drainage with MRI is ferumoxtran-10. This
leaks into the interstitium and is absorbed by the reticulo-
endothelial cells of lymph nodes, which allows the detec-
tion of micrometastases owing to the shortening of T2 and
T2* relaxation times [52] (see Glossary). CXCR4 has re-
ceived a lot of attention as a potential target for imaging
tumor metastasis by PET (e.g. with [64Cu] AMD3100 as a
tracer) [53].
510
Cellular metabolism

Processes controlling cellular metabolism might also be
involved in tumorigenesis. Tumor cells rely mostly on the
conversion of glucose into lactate rather than mitochondri-
al oxidation for energy production. This phenomenon,
which was discovered by and named after Otto Warburg,
occurs even in the presence of an adequate oxygen supply
[54]. To compensate for the reduced ATP generation, the
glycolytic rate and glucose entry rate are 20–30-fold in-
creased in tumor cells [55]. Owing to these effects, [18F]2-
fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) can be used to detect
tumors and monitor therapy, making it the most widely
used metabolic tracer in PET imaging. FDG is transported
via glucose transporters and phosphorylated by hexoki-
nase; the metabolic product FDG-6-phosphate is trapped
intracellularly.

In addition to glucose metabolism, amino acid metabo-
lism is also altered in tumor cells. To support rapid growth,
cancer cells have a unique metabolic need for amino acids.
Thus, analogs of methionine, tyrosine and L-dihydroxyphe-
nylalanine (L-DOPA) are routinely used as PET tracers.
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Figure 2. Small animal and human PET/MRI systems at the University of Tuebingen. (a) A commercial 7T MR system with a PET insert developed for simultaneous small

animal studies. (b) A human 3T MR system with a PET insert for brain studies. (c) Images of a VMDk mouse with a spontaneous murine astrocytoma and acquired T2-

weighted MR image, [11C]L-methionine PET and PET/MR fusion of the images. (d) Images of a patient suffering from relapsing central neurocytoma and the simultaneous

recording of T2-weighted MR images and [11C]L-methionine PET. The PET/MR images yield molecular and morphological information with perfect fusion accuracy and

short total scan time compared with sequential scans on two separate scanners, which would also require sophisticated workflow and patient management.
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[11C]L-methionine is metabolized and trapped intracellu-
larly by proteins or RNA [56]. The sensitivity for the detec-
tion of gliomas with [11C]L-methionine is very high (91%)
[57]. As an example (Figure 2), we present a VMDkmouse,
which is a glioma model with an intracranial implanted
spontaneousmurine astrocytoma (Figure 2c), and a patient
with a central neurocytoma (Figure 2d). Both subjects were
scanned with PET/MRI technology and [11C]L-methionine
as a PET tracer. These images clearly show that the areas of
elevated amino acid metabolism do not extend to the entire
morphologically depicted expansion.

Tumor hypoxia associates with a poor clinical outcome
and activates tumor angiogenesis and extracellular matrix-
degrading proteases. In addition, hypoxic cells are more
radioresistant and chemoresistant than are normal cells
[(Figure_3)TD$FIG]
Figure 3. Simultaneous PET/MRS imaging. Imaging of [11C]-choline PET with T2-

astrocytoma. [11C]-choline PET and MRS have different extensions in the tumor and p

image depicting a high uptake in some areas of the tumor. (b) Anatomical T2-weight

mouse brain. The tumor and edema extent in this image is larger than the observed up

spectroscopy overlaid on (b). Interestingly, the areas visualized in MRS have a differe
[58]. Hypoxia can be studied with PET by using [18F]-fluor-
omisonidazole, which binds to intracellular proteins if the
oxygen concentration is below 20 mmHg [59]. With MRI,
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional MRI can
detect oxygenation changes [60]. Magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (MRS) is an MRI technique used to investigate
intratumoral metabolites; it allows the semi quantitative
assessment of the relative amounts, types and locations
of various small molecular compounds such as choline
(Figure 3), lactate, N-acetyl aspartate and creatinine [61].

Stem cells

In recent years, impaired stem cell differentiation with
uncontrolled proliferation has been linked to carcinogene-
sis. Most anticancer therapies fail to eradicate these cells
weighted sequences and MRS in a VMDk mouse with a spontaneous murine

robably illuminate the choline pathway at different stages. (a) A [11C]-choline PET

ed image of the mouse brain, showing the tumor in the right hemisphere of the

take region in the PET. (c) PET/MR fusion. (d) Choline chemical shift imaging/MR

nt configuration than PET.
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and after extended use result in the selection of resistant
clones [62]. A further characterization and understanding
of the underlying biological mechanisms of stem cells in
cancer is therefore important. Molecular imaging offers
different techniques for stem cell targeting and trafficking.
Human mesenchymal stem cells can be transfected with
adenoviruses containing a cytomegalovirus promoter,
which controls the expression of the mutant herpes sim-
plex virus type 1 TK reporter gene. After this procedure,
the transfected cells are implanted in, for example, tumor-
bearing immunodeficient mice. 9-(4-[18F]-fluoro-3-hydro-
xymethylbutyl)-guanine or other imaging probes are phos-
phorylated by TK and trapped exclusively in these cells,
and can be detected with PET [63].

The list of PET or MRI techniques along with specific
radiotracers and biomarkers is extensive, so we can only
provide a brief overview of the current developments. It is,
however, exciting to envision how the comprehensive and
complementary information provided by combined PET/
MRI will influence a disease such as cancer by improving
prognosis and therapy [64].

PET/MRI technology
The main principle of PET is based on the annihilation
coincidence detection of positron-emitting radionuclides.
Following positron decay, two 511 keV photons are emitted
at an angle of approximately 1808 and simultaneously
detected by scintillation crystals. The light of the scintilla-

[(Figure_4)TD$FIG]

Figure 4. Timeline for the development of PET/MRI. The first activities to combine a m

researchers working with small animal models [71]. One key achievement towards comb

APDs). Since then, the continuous improvement and development of novel PET detecto

the University of Tuebingen, Germany in 2008. Another vendor followed suit by provi

common patient handling system. The time has now come for the first fully integrated
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tion crystals is further converted into electrical signals,
which are adequately processed and reconstructed to de-
liver image data.

By contrast, MRI exploits themagnetic properties of the
hydrogen atoms in an object (human body or animal) and
its interaction with an external magnetic field and radio-
waves. Radiowaves alter the alignment of the hydrogen
magnetization and produce induced MR signals detectable
by the scanner [15]. PET uses positron-emitting isotopes,
which in most cases ensures the easy radiolabeling of the
biomolecule without changing its properties. This is a
major advantage of PET over other contrast enhancement
imaging modalities that use rather large detection probes
such as fluorophores in optical imaging or gadolinium
complexes in MRI [65].

Installing a PET insert inside an MRI scanner is chal-
lenging because there is a need to minimize or avoid any
mutual interference between the two imaging modalities.
The strong magnetic fields, the switching of the gradient
system and the radiofrequency (RF) from the MRI are
likely to interfere with the sensitive PET detectors and
detector housing. This can cause eddy currents (see Glos-
sary) resulting inMR image artifacts. RF interference from
the PET electronics can increase the noise level of theMRI.
The PET detector, which is installed in the MRI bore, can
influence the homogeneity of the main magnetic field. The
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) used as scintillation light
detectors in conventional PET scanners cannot operate in
odified PET scanner with an MRI system started nearly 15 years ago, triggered by

ined PET/MRI was the replacement of PMTs by semiconductor light detectors (e.g.

r technology allowed the first integrated clinical PET/MRI system to be installed at

ding a whole body PET/MRI based on two separate scanners linked together by a

whole body PET/MRI system.
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the vicinity of the magnetic field because the electrons
would deviate from their trajectories between the dynodes
(see Glossary). Other considerations include the reduction
of the open MR bore size by the bulky PMTs and the
maintenance of a stable temperature from heat deposition
of the PET insert.

Based on these restrictions, the development of MR-
compatible PET detectors has been a topic of intensive
research for more than 15 years [66]. Several approaches
have been pursued with the ultimate goal of constructing a
combined PET/MRI scanner for the simultaneous acquisi-
tion of molecular, functional and morphological data with
high temporal and spatial fusion accuracy. Such a system
would go far beyond the current PET/CT scanner technol-
ogies, which are still based on sequential CT and PET
scans.

However, the easiest way to combine PET and MRI is
through the use of two stand alone systems linked by a
movable examination table. The two scanners can either be
installed in separate rooms [67] or attached to each other in
the same cabinet. Such a system comes close to realizing
the PET/CT combination but does not allow isochronous
data acquisition. Other disadvantages include limitedMR-
based PET motion correction, restrictions in image core-
gistration and increased examination times. Although we
are still in the early stages of PET/MRI, such a system
(already installed at several clinical sites) will yield impor-
tant data, especially for developing MR-based PET atten-
uation correction and establishing clinical workflow
protocols [68] (Figure 4).

In the long term, it remains to be determined if PET/
MRI setups with sequential data acquisition capacity have
a future because the options for optimizing workflow are
Box 1. Attenuation correction

For quantitative PET imaging, attenuation correction is usually

needed. Before the invention of PET/CT, a so-called transmission

scan was performed with a rotating radioactive source before or

after the actual emission PET measurement around the body,

describing its individual attenuation properties. In this way, the

count rate of every acquired volume element (voxel) was corrected

by the local attenuation at that voxel position; therefore, comparable

count rates could be produced across different subjects. This

attenuation information was then used to correct the acquired

emission PET images to receive fully quantifiable information about

the tracer uptake.

In PET/CT systems, this attenuation measurement is obtained by a

CT scan, which can be transformed into a PET attenuation map. For

PET/MRI systems, spatial and mechanical constraints owing to the

narrow MR bore and the magnetic field complicate the installation

of a rotating radiation source. Therefore, the attenuation informa-

tion needs to be derived from MR images.

Different strategies for PET/MRI attenuation correction have been

proposed. The segmentation approach tries to coregister PET and

MR images. The MR image is then segmented into different tissue

or attenuation areas (i.e. air, bone, fat). Appropriate attenuation

coefficients are then assigned to these tissue types. Other techni-

ques use atlas methods. A set of matching MR and CT images is

acquired and stored in a template atlas. After the PET/MRI

examination, the MR dataset for the corresponding patient is

transformed to match the template atlas. The transformation

information between individual patients and their atlases can then

be used to generate a patient-specific attenuation map from the

atlas attenuation map [68].
restricted and the total imaging time increases significant-
ly, especially compared with PET/CT.

The installation of four such early generation clinical
PET/MRI systems in 2008 and 2009 for dedicated brain
imaging laid the foundation for the clinical use of PET/MRI
(Figures 2 and 4). Since then, research groups have focused
on exploiting the potential of such novel multimodality
imaging systems and optimizing imaging performance and
clinical scan protocols. Algorithms and procedures have
been developed for MR-based PET attenuation correction
[68,69] (Box 1). For a long time, this hardware challenge
limited the ability of PET/MRI to compete with PET/CT or
PET in terms of quantification. However, because these
hurdles seem to be successfully overcome, imaging experts
are now waiting for the first fully integrated clinical whole
body PET/MRI systems.

Towards the full integration of PET/MRI, we have built
a PET insert for a standard 7T small animal scanner that
directly couples the scintillation crystals to compact mag-
netic field-insensitive avalanche photodiodes (APDs)
(Figure 2). For MR signal transmission and reception,
an RF coil is installed within the insert. The signals from
the APDs are amplified and guided in the PET data
processing unit using a coaxial cable. There is no substan-
tial interference between theMRI and PET insert [70]. The
same principle is realized in the first human PET inserts
that fit inside a 3T clinical scanner (Figures 2 and 4).

Concluding remarks
Themerging of PET andMRI provides several advantages
compared with current combined or standalone imaging
systems, mainly owing to the continuously elaborated
MRI probes and PET tracers that can be detected simul-
taneously. In addition, MRI provides supplementary in-
formation to PET, based on techniques such as DWI, MRS
or BOLD imaging. Isochronous data acquisition further
allows technical advances for improved motion correction
or image reconstruction by using the combined informa-
tion. The gathering of multilayered data will increase the
sensitivity and specificity of the clinical diagnostic rou-
tine, especially in the broad and important fields of oncol-
ogy and neurology. Similar to the early years of PET/CT,
the full potential of clinical PET/MRImight not be obvious
at this time. Thus, some practice using these newly devel-
oped scanners is needed to gain experience, develop clini-
cal examination protocols and workflows and explore the
diagnostic advantages of combined PET/MRI over other
imaging modalities.
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